
Approved Meeting Notes from the EMA-TC Teleconference
Date: Jan. 07, 2011

12:00-13:00 EDT
Next Meeting: Jan. 21, 2011

1. Attendance

Andrew Lewis (AL) Aviv Siegel (AS) Bill Tabor (BT) Bryan Kaplan (BK)

Buddy Ackerman (BA) Camille Osterloh* (CO) Claire Carpenter (CC) Daniel Ryan (DR)

Dara Ung (DaU) David Box (DB) Dee Schur (DS) Denis Gusty (DG)

Don Beattie (DoB) Don Uyl (DoU) Donald McGarry (DMG) Doug Allport (DA)

Elysa Jones* (EJ) Gary Timm* (GT) Gavin Treadgold (GTr) Hans Jespersen (HJ)

Herbert White* (HW) Jacob Westfall (JWe) Jane Harnad (JH) Jeff Waters (JWa)

Maria Emerson (ME} Mark Lucero (ML) Mark Titus (MT) Mary McRae (MMR)

Norm Paulsen (NP) Patrick Gannon* (PG) Paul Denning (PD) Rex Brooks* (RB)

Rob Torchon (RT) Robin Cover (RC) Shayne Barr (SB) Sukumar Dwarkanath (SD)

Thomas Ferrentino* (TF) Thomas Merkle (TM) Tim Grapes (TG) Werner Joerg* (WJ)

William Cox (WCx) William Flannigan Jr. (WF) William Kalin (WK)

* indicates voting member

Quorum – achieved

2. Review of Agenda: TF adds a topic to be inserted after subgroup reports: news from CWED. 
Approved.

3. Review of meeting notes:
• 20101112_Draft_EMA-TC_Minutes: RB moves to accept as written; GT seconds. Approved
• 20101210_Draft_EMA-TC_Minutes:  GT  moves  to  accept  as  written;  RB  seconds. 

Approved.

4. Current Business:
• Notes from the chair:

◦ TC Administrator: Mary McRae has left OASIS. OASIS staff will announce shortly how 
they want to deal with that vacancy.

◦ Cancelled SC calls: if SC/TC calls are cancelled, they must be cancelled accordingly in 
Kavi.  TF notes  that  over  the  past  few weeks  several  calls  had  been  cancelled,  due 
Holidays and low activity on the conference side. Expect resumption in early January.

EJ notes that call activity has been less affected, due to current efforts to advance the DE 
and SitRep projects, and RIM working to redefine its direction.

5. Sugroup reports:
• Collateral & Documents   - RB is having attendance problems, like most other SCs. Currently 

working through a structured review of the artifacts that we want to include in our planning 
considerations. It mirrors an effort under way in the RIM SC geared at producing support 



material for their domain. RB stresses that C&D is in need of help to produce documents. 
They are an essential part of adoption, beyond Interop Demos: the first questions people 
thinking about adopting a standard ask, is how much trouble is it going to be and is there 
supporting documentation.

• Events & Demos   – TF: discussions with vendors about Interop demos have indicated that 
many of them like to have their own booth – how do we integrate them into the demo? TF 
and EJ observed that several vendors were ill prepared for the IAEM demo: “we did have a 
dismal appearance at IAEM” (EJ). No indication alerting to potential problems emerged 
from the preparatory calls, and no vendors took any of the offers of assistance from TF or 
Gary  Ham.  TF  is  working  on  a  protocol,  in  consultation  with  EJ,  to  prevent  similar 
occurrences in the future.

• Outreach & Education   - TF: had very low attendance at last call. CO informed that planning 
of next EDXL 101 webinar has started; then the discussion turned to the OASIS Process 
Committee's position reversal regarding non-standards track products.

6. New Business:
• EDXL 101 planning: no further info.
• Interop demo planning: 

• WCDM: JH is “on it”, assuming a similar format to last year's. But EJ recalls from last 
year that this may not quite be the right audience.

• ISCRAM  (May  8-11):  deadline  for  demos  and  posters  extended  to  Jan.  15.  No 
submission effort has been undertaken so far – TF to follow up with JH.

• EJ  notes  that  one  of  our  biggest  events  coming  up  is  the  NIEM  Training  Event 
(Philadelphia,  Aug. 2011) – it  will  provide workshop opportunities and potential  for 
expansion into other areas, such as health care.

• Will need to look closer into other international events.
• TF  informs  that  FEMA/IPAWS  have  been  asked  to  assist  ECBC1 in  a  week  long 

military/civilian exercise (early June,  at  DHS Labs, Herndon, VA) exchanging messages 
using OASIS Standards (CAP, RM and possibly HAVE), to test a mobile command post 
developed at Monmouth University. Emphasis will be more on making scenarios visible, 
rather than message contents.
EJ: this looks like a great event - how can EMA-TC / OASIS capitalize on this opportunity 
to promote our standards? TF to investigate and report back.

• Lessons from Interop demos – about participation: TF and EJ cite specific examples of 
companies commited to EDXL, that say they can not justify the cost of membership plus 
cost  for  interop  participation  and  event  expenses.  About  setup:  several  vendors  have 
expressed wish to have their own booth. Several members agree that we will have to find 
ways to include in our demonstrations people that are remotely associated and exchange 
messages in XML through the Internet. EJ notes also that there are many companies out 
there that do use EDXL Standards, but are not members of OASIS. How to proceed from 
here?  RB: keep doing what  we are  doing –  we need to  be  persistent,  do  it  better  and 
maintain a presence; show up in places where people of interest are expected to be, and 
hope that an uptick in the economy will bring more people in.

• Planning 2011 EMA-TC activities: the main topics are listed in the wiki (http://wiki.oasis-
open.org/emergency-adopt/TC%20Activities), open for comments and further input – to be 
discussed at upcoming TC calls. One important principle is a close working relationship 

1 ECBC = Edgewood Chemical Biological Center

http://wiki.oasis-open.org/emergency-adopt/TC%20Activities
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/emergency-adopt/TC%20Activities


between  EM-TC  and  EMA-TC.  In  order  to  achieve  effective  coverage  of  all  EM  TC 
activities, the chair proposes that for every EM SC, the EMA-TC must have at least one 
participating  member,  reporting  activities  of  interest  to  the  EMA-TC.  Approach  and 
execution of coverage review are under deliberation.
GT and RB request that links to the wiki page be included in the EMA TC page. Action WJ.

• About Outreach: RB is working on getting a speaking slot for CO at this year's NCOIC 
plenary (March), to talk about NIMS STEP, as a practical complement to NCOIC Patterns. 
NCOIC has a level of certification called Building Block, and the intent of this presentation 
is to move NCOIC to see the NIMS STEP program as one of the available ways to certify a 
Building Block. Such certification would then “prove” successful interoperability testing. 
Pairing  this  with  a  logo  would  be  one  more  element  in  OASIS'  brand  identity  for 
interoperability.

• WJ recalls the insights gained in the past two TC meetings, discussing possible causes and 
remedies for low participation rates: we should start working more with the responder side 
to promote the benefits of interoperability standards, and work also with the procurement 
side to push them to demand interoperability. TF and RB observe that some EM players' 
recent  actions,  such  as  free  distribution  of  software  packages  built  on  proprietary  data 
formats, undermine the wide adoption of open standards.

• WJ summarizes the next steps for EMA-TC planning:
– TC to review catalog of topics listed on the wiki;
– C&D to weed out and refine the work product matrix;
– C&D to make recommendation to TC about artefacts to produce
– TC to review C&D recommendations, prioritize and allocate resources
– TC to build timeline of milestones and deliverable, taking in consideration EM-TC tasks
Posting  this  timeline  and  progress  is  expected  to  help  address  the  problem  of  low 
participation.

RB moves to adjourn, GT seconds.

Session adjourned 13:02.

Redacted and submitted by

Werner Joerg, co-Chair
OASIS EMA-TC 110119/wbj

Amended and approved 110121/wbj


